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Abstract 
1. The likely range of the human contribution to the global mean temperature increase over the 
period 1951–2010 is 1.1° to 1.4°F (0.6° to 0.8°C), and the central estimate of the observed warming 
of 1.2°F (0.65°C) lies within this range (high confidence). This translates to a likely human 
contribution of 93%–123% of the observed 1951–2010 change. It is extremely likely that more than 
half of the global mean temperature increase since 1951 was caused by human influence on climate 
(high confidence). The likely contributions of natural forcing and internal variability to global 
temperature change over that period are minor (high confidence). 
 
 2. The science of event attribution is rapidly advancing through improved understanding of the 
mechanisms that produce extreme events and the marked progress in development of methods that 
are used for event attribution (high confidence). 
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3. Detection and Attribution of Climate Change 1 
Key Findings 2 
1. The likely range of the human contribution to the global mean temperature increase over the 3 
period 1951–2010 is 1.1° to 1.4°F (0.6° to 0.8°C), and the central estimate of the observed 4 
warming of 1.2°F (0.65°C) lies within this range (high confidence). This translates to 5 
a likely human contribution of 93%–123% of the observed 1951–2010 change. It is extremely 6 
likely that more than half of the global mean temperature increase since 1951 was caused by 7 
human influence on climate (high confidence). The likely contributions of natural forcing and 8 
internal variability to global temperature change over that period are minor (high 9 
confidence).  10 
2. The science of event attribution is rapidly advancing through improved understanding of the 11 
mechanisms that produce extreme events and the marked progress in development of 12 
methods that are used for event attribution (high confidence). 13 
3.1 Introduction 14 
Detection and attribution of climate change involves assessing the causes of observed changes in 15 
the climate system through systematic comparison of climate models and observations using 16 
various statistical methods. Detection and attribution studies are important for a number of 17 
reasons. For example, such studies can help determine whether a human influence on climate 18 
variables (for example, temperature) can be distinguished from natural variability. Detection and 19 
attribution studies can help evaluate whether model simulations are consistent with observed 20 
trends or other changes in the climate system. Results from detection and attribution studies can 21 
inform decision making on climate policy and adaptation.  22 
There are several general types of detection and attribution studies, including: attribution of 23 
trends or long-term changes in climate variables; attribution of changes in extremes; attribution 24 
of weather or climate events; attribution of climate-related impacts; and the estimation of climate 25 
sensitivity using observational constraints. Paleoclimate proxies can also be useful for detection 26 
and attribution studies, particularly to provide a longer-term perspective on climate variability as 27 
a baseline on which to compare recent climate changes of the past century or so (for example, 28 
see Figure 12.2 from Ch. 12: Sea Level Rise). Detection and attribution studies can be done at 29 
various scales, from global to regional.  30 
Since the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) 31 
chapter on detection and attribution (Bindoff et al. 2013) and the Third National Climate 32 
Assessment (NCA3, Melillo et al. 2014), the science of detection and attribution has advanced, 33 
with a major scientific question being the issue of attribution of extreme events (Hulme 2014; 34 
Stott 2016; Easterling et al. 2016; NAS 2016). Therefore, the methods used in this developing 35 
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area of the science are briefly reviewed in Appendix C: Detection and Attribution Methods, 1 
along with a brief overview of the various general detection and attribution methodologies, 2 
including some recent developments in these areas. Detection and attribution of changes in 3 
extremes in general presents a number of challenges (Zwiers et al. 2013), including limitations of 4 
observations, models, statistical methods, process understanding for extremes, and uncertainties 5 
about the natural variability of extremes. Although the present report does not focus on climate 6 
impacts on ecosystems or human systems, a relatively new and developing area of detection and 7 
attribution science (reviewed in Stone et al. 2013), concerns detecting and attributing the impacts 8 
of climate change on natural or human systems. Many new developments in detection and 9 
attribution science have been fostered by the International Detection and Attribution Group 10 
(IDAG; http://www.image.ucar.edu/idag/ and http://www.clivar.org/clivar-11 
panels/etccdi/idag/international-detection-attribution-group-idag) which is an international group 12 
of scientists who have collaborated since 1995 on “assessing and reducing uncertainties in the 13 
estimates of climate change.”  14 
In the remainder of this chapter, we review highlights of detection and attribution science, 15 
particularly key attribution findings for the rise in global mean temperature. However, as this is a 16 
U.S.-focused assessment, the report as a whole will focus more on the detection and attribution 17 
findings for particular regional phenomena (for example, regional temperature, precipitation) or 18 
at least global-scale phenomena that are directly affecting the United States (for example, sea 19 
level rise). Most of these findings are contained in the individual phenomena chapters, rather 20 
than in this general overview chapter on detection and attribution. We provide summary links to 21 
the chapters where particular detection and attribution findings are presented in more detail. 22 
3.2 Detection and Attribution of Global Temperature Changes  23 
The concept of detection and attribution is illustrated in Figure 3.1, which shows a very simple 24 
example of detection and attribution of global mean temperature. While more powerful pattern-25 
based detection and attribution methods (discussed later), and even greater use of time averaging, 26 
can result in much stronger statements about detection and attribution, the example in Figure 3.1 27 
serves to illustrate the general concept. In the figure, observed global mean temperature 28 
anomalies (relative to a 1901–1960 baseline) are compared with anomalies from historical 29 
simulations of CMIP5 models. The spread of different individual model simulations (the blue 30 
and red shading) arises both from differences between the models in their responses to the 31 
different specified climate forcing agents (natural and anthropogenic) and from internal 32 
(unforced) climate variability. Observed annual temperatures after about 1980 are shown to be 33 
inconsistent with models that include only natural forcings (blue shading) and are consistent with 34 
the model simulations that include both anthropogenic and natural forcing (red shading). This 35 
implies that the observed global warming is attributable in large part to anthropogenic forcing. A 36 
key aspect of a detection and attribution finding will be the assessment of the adequacy of the 37 
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models and observations used for these conclusions, as discussed and assessed in Flato et al. 1 
(2013), Bindoff et al. (2013), and IPCC (2013a).  2 
[INSERT FIGURE 3.1 HERE] 3 
The detection and attribution of global temperature change to human causes has been one of the 4 
most important and visible findings over the course of the past global climate change scientific 5 
assessments by the IPCC. The first IPCC report (IPCC 1990) concluded that a human influence 6 
on climate had not yet been detected, but judged that “the unequivocal detection of the enhanced 7 
greenhouse effect from observations is not likely for a decade or more.” The second IPCC report 8 
(IPCC 1996) concluded that “the balance of evidence suggests a discernible human influence on 9 
climate.” The third IPCC report (IPCC 2001) strengthened this conclusion to: “most of the 10 
observed warming over the last 50 years is likely to have been due to the increase of greenhouse 11 
gas concentrations.” The fourth IPCC report (IPCC 2007) further strengthened the conclusion to: 12 
“Most of the observed increase in global average temperatures since the mid-20th century is very 13 
likely due to the observed increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gas concentrations.” The fifth 14 
IPCC report (IPCC 2013a) further strengthened this to: “It is extremely likely that more than half 15 
of the observed increase in global average surface temperature from 1951 to 2010 was caused by 16 
the anthropogenic increase in greenhouse gas concentrations and other anthropogenic forcings 17 
together.” These increasingly confident statements have resulted from scientific advances, 18 
including better observational datasets, improved models and detection/attribution methods, and 19 
improved estimates of climate forcings. Importantly, the continued long-term warming of the 20 
global climate system since the time of the first IPCC report and the broad-scale agreement of 21 
the spatial pattern of observed temperature changes with climate model projections of 22 
greenhouse gas-induced changes as published in the late 1980s (e.g., Stouffer and Manabe 2017) 23 
give more confidence in the attribution of observed warming since 1951 as being due primarily 24 
to human activity. 25 
The IPCC AR5 presented an updated assessment of detection and attribution research at the 26 
global to regional scale (Bindoff et al. 2013) which is briefly summarized here. Key attribution 27 
assessment results from IPCC AR5 for global mean temperature are summarized in Figure 3.2, 28 
which shows assessed likely ranges and midpoint estimates for several factors contributing to 29 
increases in global mean temperature. According to Bindoff et al., the likely range of the 30 
anthropogenic contribution to global mean temperature increases over 1951–2010 was 0.6°C to 31 
0.8°C (1.1°F to 1.4°F), compared with the observed warming 5th to 95th percentile range of 32 
0.59°C to 0.71°C (1.1°F to 1.3°F). The estimated likely contribution ranges for natural forcing 33 
and internal variability were both much smaller (−0.1°C to 0.1°C, or −0.2°F to 0.2°F) than the 34 
observed warming. The confidence intervals that encompass the extremely likely range for the 35 
anthropogenic contribution are wider than the likely range. Using these wider confidence limits, 36 
the lower limit of attributable warming contribution range still lies above 50% of the observed 37 
warming rate, and thus Bindoff et al. concluded that it is extremely likely that more than half of 38 
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the global mean temperature increase since 1951 was caused by human influence on climate. 1 
This assessment concurs with the Bindoff et al. assessment of attributable warming and cooling 2 
influences.  3 
[INSERT FIGURE 3.2 HERE] 4 
Apart from formal detection attribution studies such as those underlying the results above, which 5 
use global climate model output and pattern-based regression methods, anthropogenic influences 6 
on global mean temperature can also be estimated using simpler empirical models, such as 7 
multiple linear regression/energy balance models (e.g., Canty et al. 2013; Zhou and Tung, 2013). 8 
For example, Figure 3.3 illustrates how the global mean surface temperature changes since the 9 
late 1800s can be decomposed into components linearly related to several forcing variables 10 
(anthropogenic forcing, solar variability, volcanic forcing, plus an internal variability component, 11 
here related to El Niño–Southern Oscillation). Using this approach, Canty et al. also infer a 12 
substantial contribution of anthropogenic forcing to the rise in global mean temperature since the 13 
late 1800s. Stern and Kaufmann (2014) use another method—Granger causality tests—and again 14 
infer that “human activity is partially responsible for the observed rise in global temperature and 15 
that this rise in temperature also has an effect on the global carbon cycle.” They also conclude 16 
that anthropogenic sulfate aerosol effects may only be about half as large as inferred in a number 17 
of previous studies. 18 
Multi-century to multi-millennial-scale climate model integrations with unchanging external 19 
forcing provide a means of estimating potential contributions of internal climate variability to 20 
observed trends. Bindoff et al. (2013) conclude, based on multimodel assessments, that the likely 21 
range contribution of internal variability to observed trends over 1951–2010 is about ±0.2oF, 22 
compared to the observed warming of about 1.2 oF over that period. A recent 5,200 year 23 
integration of the CMIP5 model having apparently the largest global mean temperature 24 
variability among CMIP5 models shows rare instances of multidecadal global warming 25 
approaching the observed 1951–2010 warming trend (Knutson et al. 2016). However, even that 26 
most extreme model cannot simulate century-scale warming trends from internal variability that 27 
approach the observed global mean warming over the past century. According to a multimodel 28 
analysis of observed versus CMIP5 modeled global temperature trends (Knutson et al. 2013a, 29 
Fig. 7a), the modeled natural fluctuations (forced plus internal) would need to be larger by about 30 
a factor of three for even an unusual natural variability episode (95th percentile) to approach the 31 
observed trend since 1900. Thus, using present models there is no known source of internal 32 
climate variability that can reproduce the observed warming over the past century without 33 
including strong positive forcing from anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions (Figure 3.1). The 34 
modeled century-scale trend due to natural forcings (solar and volcanic) is also minor (Figure 35 
3.1), so that, using present models, there is no known source of natural variability that can 36 
reproduce the observed global warming over the past century. One study (Laepple and Huybers 37 
2014) comparing paleoclimate data with models concluded that current climate models may 38 
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1 substantially lmderestimate regional sea surface temperature variability Oll multidecadal to multi-
2 centennial timescales, especially at low latitudes. The causes of this apparent discrepancy--
3 whether due to data issues, external forcings/response, or simulated internal variability issues--
4 and its implications for simulations of global temperature variability in climate models remain 
5 unresolved. In summary, we are not aware of any cOllvincing evidence that natural variability 
6 alone could have accounted for the allolUlt and timing of global warming that was observed over 
7 the industrial era. 
8 [INSERT FIGURE 3.3 HERE] 
9 While most detection and attribution studies focus on changes in temperature and other variables 
lOin dIe historical record since about 1860 or later , some studies relevant to detection and 
11 attribution focus on changes over much longer periods. For example , geological and tide-based 
12 reconstructions of global mean sea level (Ch. 12: Sea Level Rise, Figure 12.2b) suggest that the 
13 rate of sea level rise in dIe last century was faster than during any century over the past "'2,800 
14 years. As an example for northern hemisphere annual mean temperattrres, Sclnrrer et al. (2013) 
15 use detection and attribution flngerprinting methods along with paleoclimate reconstructions and 
16 millennial-scale climate model simulations from eight models to explore causes for temperature 
17 variations from 850 AD to dIe present , including the Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA, around 
18 900 to 1200 AD) and the Little Ice Age (LIA, around 1450 to 1800 AD). TIley conclude dlat 
19 solar variability and volcanic eruptions were the main causal factors for changes in northem 
20 hemisphere temperatures from 1400 to 1900, but dlat greenhouse gas changes of uncertain origin 
21 apparently contributed to the cool conditions during 1600-1800. TIleir study provides further 
22 support for previous IPCC report conclusions (e .g ., IPCC 2(07) dlat internal variability alone 
23 was extremely unlikely to have been the cause of the recent observed 50- and 100-year wanning 
24 trends. Andres and Peltier (20 16) also inferred from millenn.ial-scale climate model simulations 
25 that volcanoes, solar variability, greenhouse gases, and orbital variations all contributed 
26 sign.iflcandy to dIe transition from the MCA to the LIA. 
27 An active and important area of climate research that involves detection and attribution science is 
28 the estimation of global climate sensitivity , based on past observational constraints . An important 
29 measure of climate sensitivity , with particular relevance for climate projections over the coming 
30 decades, is the transient climate response (TCR) , defined as the rise in global mean surface 
31 temperatme at the time of CO2 doubling for a 1 % per year transient increase of atmospheric CO2 . 
32 (Equilibrium climate sensitivity is discussed in Ch. 2: Physical Drivers of Climate Change). The 
33 TCR of the climate system has an estimated range of 0.9° to 2 .0°C (1.6° to 3.6°F) and 0.9° to 
34 2.5°C (1.6° to 4.5°F) , according to two recent assessments (Otto et al. 2013 and Lewis and Curry 
35 2015, respectively). Marvel et al. (2016) suggest , based on experiments with a single climate 
36 model , that after accounting for the different efficacies of various historical climate forcing 
37 agents, the TCR could be adjusted upward from the Otto et al. and Lewis and Curry estimates. 
38 Richardson et al. (2016) report a best estimate for TCR of 1.66°C (2 .99 oF) , with a 5% to 95% 
Subject to Final Copyedit 164 28 June 2017 
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confidence range of 1.0°C to 3.3°C (1.8°F to 5.9°F). Furthermore, Richardson et al. conclude 1 
that the earlier studies noted above may underestimate TCR, because the surface temperature 2 
data set they used undersamples rapidly warming regions due to limited coverage and because 3 
surface water warms less than surface air. Gregory et al. (2015) note, within CMIP5 models, that 4 
the TCR to the second doubling of CO2 (that is, from doubling to quadrupling) is 40% higher 5 
than that for the first doubling. They explore the various physical reasons for this finding, and 6 
conclude this may also lead to an underestimate of TCR in the empirical observation-based 7 
studies. In summary, estimation of TCR from observations continues to be an active area of 8 
research with considerable remaining uncertainties, as discussed above. 9 
3.3 Detection and Attribution with a United States Regional Focus  10 
Detection and attribution at regional scales is generally more challenging than at the global scale 11 
for a number of reasons. At the regional scale, the magnitude of natural variability swings are 12 
typically larger than for global means. If the climate change signal is similar in magnitude at the 13 
regional and global scales, this makes it more difficult to detect anthropogenic climate changes at 14 
the regional scale. Further, there is less spatial pattern information at the regional scale that can 15 
be used to distinguish contributions from various forcings. Other forcings that have typically 16 
received less attention than greenhouse gases, such as land-use change, could be more important 17 
at regional scales than globally (Pielke et al. 2016). Also, simulated internal variability at 18 
regional scales may be less reliable than at global scales (Bindoff et al. 2013). While detection 19 
and attribution of changes in extremes (including at the regional scale) presents a number of key 20 
challenges (Zwiers et al. 2013), previous studies (e.g., Zwiers et al. 2011) have demonstrated 21 
how detection and attribution methods, combined with generalized extreme value distributions, 22 
can be used to detect a human influence on extreme temperatures at the regional scale, including 23 
over North America. 24 
In IPCC AR5 (Bindoff et al. 2013), which had a broader global focus than this report, 25 
attributable human contributions were reported for warming over all continents except 26 
Antarctica. Changes in daily temperature extremes throughout the world; ocean surface and 27 
subsurface temperature and salinity sea level pressure patterns; Arctic sea ice loss; northern 28 
hemispheric snow cover decrease; global mean sea level rise; and ocean acidification were all 29 
associated with human activity in AR5 (Bindoff et al. 2013). IPCC AR5 also reported medium 30 
confidence in anthropogenic contributions to increased atmospheric specific humidity, zonal 31 
mean precipitation over northern hemisphere mid to high latitudes, and intensification of heavy 32 
precipitation over land regions. IPCC AR5 had weaker attribution conclusions than IPCC AR4 33 
on some phenomena, including tropical cyclone and drought changes.  34 
Although the present assessment follows most of the IPCC AR5 conclusions on detection and 35 
attribution of relevance to the United States, we make some additional attribution assessment 36 
statements in the relevant chapters of this report. Among the notable detection and attribution-37 
relevant findings in this report are the following (refer to the listed chapters for further details): 38 
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• Ch. 5: Circulation and Variability: Human activities have played a role in the observed 1 
expansion of the tropics (by 70 to 200 miles since 1979), although confidence is presently 2 
low regarding the magnitude of the human contribution relative to natural variability.  3 
• Ch. 6: Temperature Change: Detectable anthropogenic warming since 1901 has occurred 4 
over the western and northern regions of the contiguous United States according to 5 
observations and CMIP5 models, although over the southeastern United States there has 6 
been no detectable warming trend since 1901. The combined influence of natural and 7 
anthropogenic forcings on temperature extremes have been detected over large 8 
subregions of North America.  9 
• Ch. 7: Precipitation Change: For the continental United States, there is high confidence in 10 
the detection of extreme precipitation increases, while there is low confidence in 11 
attributing the extreme precipitation changes purely to anthropogenic forcing. There is 12 
stronger evidence for a human contribution (medium confidence) when taking into 13 
account process-based understanding (for example, increased water vapor in a warmer 14 
atmosphere). 15 
• Ch. 8: Drought, Floods, and Wildfire: No detectable change in long-term U.S. drought 16 
statistics has emerged. Detectable changes—a mix of increases and decreases—in some 17 
classes of flood frequency have occurred in parts of the United States, although 18 
attribution studies have not established a robust connection between increased riverine 19 
flooding and human-induced climate change. There is medium confidence for a human-20 
caused climate change contribution to increased forest fire activity in Alaska in recent 21 
decades and low to medium confidence in the western United States. 22 
• Ch. 9: Extreme Storms: There is broad agreement in the literature that human factors 23 
(greenhouse gases and aerosols) have had a measurable impact on the observed oceanic 24 
and atmospheric variability in the North Atlantic, and there is medium confidence that 25 
this has contributed to the observed increase in hurricane activity since the 1970s. There 26 
is no consensus on the relative magnitude of human and natural influences on past 27 
changes in hurricane activity. 28 
• Ch. 10: Land Cover: Modifications to land use and land cover due to human activities 29 
produce changes in surface albedo and in atmospheric aerosol and greenhouse gas 30 
concentrations, accounting for an estimated 40% ± 16% of the human-caused global 31 
radiative forcing from 1850 to 2010. 32 
• Ch. 11: Arctic Changes: It is virtually certain that human activities have contributed to 33 
arctic surface temperature warming, sea ice loss since 1979, glacier mass loss, and 34 
northern hemisphere snow extent decline observed across the Arctic. Human activities 35 
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have likely contributed to more than half of the observed arctic surface temperature rise 1 
and September sea ice decline since 1979.  2 
• Ch. 12: Sea Level Rise: Human-caused climate change has made a substantial 3 
contribution to global mean sea level rise since 1900, contributing to a rate of rise faster 4 
than during any comparable period over the past ~2,800 years. 5 
• Ch. 13: Ocean Changes: The world’s oceans have absorbed more than 90% of the excess 6 
heat caused by greenhouse warming since the mid-20th Century. The world’s oceans are 7 
currently absorbing more than a quarter of the carbon dioxide emitted to the atmosphere 8 
annually from human activities (very high confidence), making them more acidic. 9 
3.4 Extreme Event Attribution 10 
Since the IPCC AR5 and NCA3 (Melillo et al. 2014), the attribution of extreme weather and 11 
climate events has been an emerging area in the science of detection and attribution. Attribution 12 
of extreme weather events under a changing climate is now an important and highly visible 13 
aspect of climate science. As discussed in the recent National Academy of Sciences report (NAS 14 
2016), the science of event attribution is rapidly advancing, including the understanding of the 15 
mechanisms that produce extreme events and the rapid progress in development of methods used 16 
for event attribution.  17 
When an extreme weather event occurs, the question is often asked: was this event caused by 18 
climate change? A generally more appropriate framing for the question is whether climate 19 
change has altered the odds of occurrence of an extreme event like the one just experienced. 20 
Extreme event attribution studies to date have generally been concerned with answering the latter 21 
question. In recent developments, Hannart et al. (2016b) discuss the application of causal theory 22 
to event attribution, including discussion of conditions under which stronger causal statements 23 
can be made, in principle, based on theory of causality and distinctions between necessary and 24 
sufficient causality.  25 
Several recent studies, including NAS (2016), have reviewed aspects of extreme event attribution 26 
(Hulme 2014; Stott 2016; Easterling et al. 2016). Hulme (2014) and NAS (2016) discuss the 27 
motivations for scientists to be pursuing extreme event attribution, including the need to inform 28 
risk management and adaptation planning. Hulme (2014) categorizes event attribution 29 
studies/statements into general types, including those based on: physical reasoning, statistical 30 
analysis of time series, fraction of attributable risk (FAR) estimation (discussed in the 31 
Appendix), or those that rely on the philosophical argument that there are no longer any purely 32 
natural weather events. The NAS (2016) report outlines two general approaches to event 33 
attribution: 1) using observations to estimate a change in probability of magnitude of events, or 34 
2) using model simulations to compare an event in the current climate versus that in a 35 
hypothetical “counterfactual” climate not influenced by human activities. As discussed by 36 
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Trenberth et al. (2015), Shepherd (2016), and Horton et al. 2016, an ingredients-based or 1 
conditional attribution approach can also be used, when one examines the impact of certain 2 
environmental changes (for example, greater atmospheric moisture) on the character of an 3 
extreme event using model experiments, all else being equal. Further discussion of 4 
methodologies is given in Appendix C.  5 
Examples of extreme event attribution studies are numerous. Many are cited by Hulme (2014), 6 
NAS (2016), Easterling et al. (2016), and there are many further examples in an annual 7 
collection of studies of extreme events of the previous year, published in the Bulletin of the 8 
American Meteorological Society (Peterson et al. 2012, 2013; Herring et al. 2014, 2015, 2016). 9 
While an extensive review of extreme event attribution is beyond the scope of this report, 10 
particularly given the recent publication of several assessments or review papers on the topic, 11 
some general findings from the more comprehensive NAS (2016) report are summarized here: 12 
• Confidence in attribution findings of anthropogenic influence is greatest for extreme events 13 
that are related to an aspect of temperature, followed by hydrological drought and heavy 14 
precipitation, with little or no confidence for severe convective storms or extratropical 15 
storms. 16 
• Event attribution is more reliable when based on sound physical principles, consistent 17 
evidence from observations, and numerical models that can replicate the event. 18 
• Statements about attribution are sensitive to the way the questions are posed (that is, 19 
framing). 20 
• Assumptions used in studies must be clearly stated and uncertainties estimated in order for a 21 
clear, unambiguous interpretation of an event attribution to be possible. 22 
The NAS report noted that uncertainties about the roles of low-frequency natural variability and 23 
confounding factors (for example, the effects of dams on flooding) could be sources of 24 
difficulties in event attribution studies. In addition, the report noted that attribution conclusions 25 
would be more robust in cases where observed changes in the event being examined are 26 
consistent with expectations from model-based attribution studies. The report endorsed the need 27 
for more research to improve understanding of a number of important aspects of event attribution 28 
studies, including physical processes, models and their capabilities, natural variability, reliable 29 
long-term observational records, statistical methods, confounding factors, and future projections 30 
of the phenomena of interest. 31 
As discussed in Appendix C: Detection and Attribution Methodologies, confidence is typically 32 
lower for an attribution-without-detection statement than for an attribution statement 33 
accompanied by an established, detectable anthropogenic influence (for example, a detectable 34 
and attributable long-term trend or increase in variability) for the phenomenon itself. An example 35 
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of the former would be stating that a change in the probability or magnitude of a heat wave in the 1 
southeastern United States was attributable to rising greenhouse gases, because there has not 2 
been a detectable century-scale trend in either temperature or temperature variability in this 3 
region (e.g., Ch. 6: Temperature Change; Knutson et al. 2013a).  4 
To our knowledge, no extreme weather event observed to date has been found to have zero 5 
probability of occurrence in a preindustrial climate, according to climate model simulations. 6 
Therefore, the causes of attributed extreme events are a combination of natural variations in the 7 
climate system compounded (or alleviated) by the anthropogenic change to the climate system. 8 
Event attribution statements quantify the relative contribution of these human and natural causal 9 
factors. In the future, as the climate change signal gets stronger compared to natural variability, 10 
humans may experience weather events which are essentially impossible to simulate in a 11 
preindustrial climate. This is already becoming the case at large time and spatial scales, where 12 
for example the record global mean surface temperature anomaly observed in 2016 (relative to a 13 
1901–1960 baseline) is essentially impossible for global climate models to reproduce under 14 
preindustrial climate forcing conditions (for example, see Figure 3.1).  15 
The European heat wave of 2003 (Stott et al. 2004) and Australia’s extreme temperatures and 16 
heat indices of 2013 (e.g., Arblaster et al. 2014; King et al. 2014; Knutson et al. 2014; Lewis and 17 
Karoly 2014; Perkins et al. 2014) are examples of extreme weather or climate events where 18 
relatively strong evidence for a human contribution to the event has been found. Similarly, in the 19 
United States, the science of event attribution for weather and climate extreme events has been 20 
actively pursued since the NCA3. For example, for the case of the recent California drought, 21 
investigators have attempted to determine, using various methods discussed in this chapter, 22 
whether human-caused climate change contributed to the event (see discussion in Ch. 8: 23 
Droughts, Floods, and Wildfires).  24 
As an example, illustrating different methods of attribution for an event in the United States, 25 
Hoerling et al. (2013) concluded that the 2011 Texas heat wave/meteorological drought was 26 
primarily caused by antecedent and concurrent negative rainfall anomalies due mainly to natural 27 
variability and the La Niña conditions at the time of the event, but with a relatively small (not 28 
detected) warming contribution from anthropogenic forcing. The anthropogenic contribution 29 
nonetheless doubled the chances of reaching a new temperature record in 2011 compared to the 30 
1981–2010 reference period, according to their study. Rupp et al. (2012), meanwhile, concluded 31 
that extreme heat events in Texas were about 20 times more likely for 2008 La Niña conditions 32 
than similar conditions during the 1960s. This pair of studies illustrates how the framing of the 33 
attribution question can matter. For example, the studies used different baseline reference periods 34 
to determine the magnitude of anomalies, which can also affect quantitative conclusions, since 35 
using an earlier baseline period typically results in larger magnitude anomalies (in a generally 36 
warming climate). The Hoerling et al. analysis focused on both what caused most of the 37 
magnitude of the anomalies as well as changes in probability of the event, whereas Rupp et al. 38 
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focused on the changes in the probability of the event. Otto et al. (2012) showed for the case of 1 
the Russian heat wave of 2010 how a different focus of attribution (fraction of anomaly 2 
explained vs. change in probability of occurrence over a threshold) can give seemingly 3 
conflicting results, yet have no real fundamental contradiction. In the illustrative case for the 4 
2011 Texas heat/drought, we conclude that there is medium confidence that anthropogenic 5 
forcing contributed to the heat wave, both in terms of a small contribution to the anomaly 6 
magnitude and a significant increase in the probability of occurrence of the event.  7 
In this report, we do not assess or compile all individual weather or climate extreme events for 8 
which an attributable anthropogenic climate change has been claimed in a published study, as 9 
there are now many such studies that provide this information. Some event attribution-related 10 
studies that focus on the United States are discussed in more detail in Chapters 6–9, which 11 
primarily examine phenomena such as precipitation extremes, droughts, floods, severe storms, 12 
and temperature extremes. For example, as discussed in Chapter 6: Temperature Change (Table 13 
6.3), a number of extreme temperature events (warm anomalies) in the United States have been 14 
partly attributed to anthropogenic influence on climate.  15 
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TRACEABLE ACCOUNTS 1 
Key Finding 1 2 
The likely range of the human contribution to the global mean temperature increase over the 3 
period 1951–2010 is 1.1°F to 1.4°F (0.6°C to 0.8°C), and the central estimate of the observed 4 
warming of 1.2°F (0.65°C) lies within this range (high confidence). This translates to 5 
a likely human contribution of 93%–123% of the observed 1951-2010 change. It is extremely 6 
likely that more than half of the global mean temperature increase since 1951 was caused by 7 
human influence on climate (high confidence). The likely contributions of natural forcing and 8 
internal variability to global temperature change over that period are minor (high confidence). 9 
Description of evidence base 10 
This Key Finding summarizes key detection and attribution evidence documented in the climate 11 
science literature and in the IPCC AR5 (Bindoff et al. 2013), and references therein. The Key 12 
Finding is essentially the same as the summary assessment of IPCC AR5.  13 
According to Bindoff et al. (2013), the likely range of the anthropogenic contribution to global 14 
mean temperature increases over 1951–2010 was 1.1°F to 1.4°F (0.6°C to 0.8°C, compared with 15 
the observed warming 5th to 95th percentile range of 1.1°F to 1.3°F (0.59°C to 0.71°C). The 16 
estimated likely contribution ranges for natural forcing and internal variability were both much 17 
smaller (−0.2°F to 0.2°F, or −0.1°F to 0.1°F) than the observed warming. The confidence 18 
intervals that encompass the extremely likely range for the anthropogenic contribution are wider 19 
than the likely range, but nonetheless allow for the conclusion that it is extremely likely that more 20 
than half of the global mean temperature increase since 1951 was caused by human influence on 21 
climate (high confidence). 22 
The attribution of temperature increases since 1951 is based largely on the detection and 23 
attribution analyses of Gillett et al. (2013), Jones et al. (2013), and consideration of Ribes and 24 
Terray (2013), Huber and Knutti (2011), Wigley and Santer (2013), and IPCC AR4 (Hegerl et al. 25 
2007. The IPCC finding receives further support from alternative approaches, such as multiple 26 
linear regression/energy balance modeling (Canty et al. 2013) and a new methodological 27 
approach to detection and attribution that uses additive decomposition and hypothesis testing 28 
(Ribes et al. 2017), which infer similar attributable warming results. Individual study results used 29 
to derive the IPCC finding are summarized in Figure 10.4 of Bindoff et al. (2013), which also 30 
assesses model dependence by comparing results obtained from several individual CMIP5 31 
models. The estimated potential influence of internal variability is based on Knutson et al. 32 
(2013a) and Huber and Knutti (2011), with consideration of the above references. Moreover, 33 
simulated global temperature multidecadal variability is assessed to be adequate (Bindoff et al. 34 
2013), with high confidence that models reproduce global and northern hemisphere temperature 35 
variability across a range of timescales (Flato et al. 2013). Further support for these assessments 36 
comes from assessments of paleoclimate data (Masson-Delmotte et al. 2013) and increased 37 
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confidence in physical understanding and models of the climate system (IPCC 2013a; Stouffer 1 
and Manabe 2017). A more detailed traceable account is contained in Bindoff et al. (2013). Post-2 
IPCC AR5 supporting evidence includes additional analyses showing the unusual nature of 3 
observed global warming since the late 1800s compared to simulated internal climate variability 4 
(Knutson et al. 2016), and the recent occurrence of new record high global mean temperatures 5 
are consistent with model projections of continued warming on multidecadal scales (for example, 6 
Figure 3.1).  7 
Major uncertainties   8 
As discussed in the main text, estimation of the transient climate response (TCR), defined as the 9 
global mean surface temperature change at the time of CO2 doubling in a 1% per year CO2 10 
transient increase experiment, continues to be an active area of research with considerable 11 
remaining uncertainties. Some detection attribution methods use model-based methods together 12 
with observations to attempt to infer scaling magnitudes of the forced responses based on 13 
regression methods (that is, they do not use the models’ climate sensitivities directly). However, 14 
if climate models are significantly more sensitive to CO2 increases than the real world, as 15 
suggested by the studies of Otto et al. 2013 and Lewis and Curry (2014) (though see differing 16 
conclusions from other studies in the main text), this could lead to an overestimate of attributable 17 
warming estimates, at least as obtained using some detection and attribution methods. In any 18 
case it is important to better constrain the TCR to have higher confidence in general in 19 
attributable warming estimates obtained using various methods. 20 
The global temperature change since 1951 attributable to anthropogenic forcings other than 21 
greenhouse gases has a wide estimated likely range (-1.1 to +0.2°F in Fig. 3.1). This wide range 22 
is largely due to the considerable uncertainty of estimated total radiative forcing due to aerosols 23 
(i.e., the direct effect combined with the effects of aerosols on clouds [Myhre et al. 2013]). 24 
Although more of the relevant physical processes are being included in models, confidence in 25 
these model representations remains low (Boucher et al. 2013). In detection/attribution studies 26 
there are substantial technical challenges in quantifying the separate attributable contributions to 27 
temperature change from greenhouse gases and aerosols (Bindoff et al. 2013). Finally, there is a 28 
range of estimates of the potential contributions of internal climate variability, and some sources 29 
of uncertainty around modeled estimates (e.g., Laepple and Huybers 2014). However, current 30 
CMIP5 multimodel estimates (likely range of ±0.2°F, or 0.1°C, over 60 years) would have to 31 
increase by a factor of about three for even half of the observed 60-year trend to lie within a 32 
revised likely range of potential internal variability (e.g., Knutson et al. 2013a; Huber and Knutti 33 
2012). Recently, Knutson et al. (2016) examined a 5000-year integration of the CMIP5 model 34 
having the strongest internal multidecadal variability among 25 CMIP5 models they examined. 35 
While the internal variability within this strongly varying model can on rare occasions produce 36 
60-year warmings approaching that observed from 1951–2010, even this most extreme model 37 
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did not produce any examples of centennial-scale internal variability warming that could match 1 
the observed global warming since the late 1800s, even in a 5000-year integration.  2 
Assessment of confidence based on evidence and agreement, including short description of 3 
nature of evidence and level of agreement  4 
There is very high confidence that global temperature has been increasing and that anthropogenic 5 
forcings have played a major role in the increase observed over the past 60 years, with strong 6 
evidence from several studies using well-established detection and attribution techniques. There 7 
is high confidence that the role of internal variability is minor, as the CMIP5 climate models as a 8 
group simulate only a minor role for internal variability over the past 60 years, and the models 9 
have been assessed by IPCC AR5 as adequate for the purpose of estimating the potential role of 10 
internal variability.  11 
If appropriate, estimate likelihood of impact or consequence, including short description of 12 
basis of estimate  13 
The amount of historical warming attributable to anthropogenic forcing has a very high 14 
likelihood of consequence, as it is related to the amount of future warming to be expected under 15 
various emission scenarios, and the impacts of global warming are generally larger for higher 16 
warming rates and higher warming amounts. 17 
Summary sentence or paragraph that integrates the above information 18 
Detection and attribution studies, climate models, observations, paleoclimate data, and physical 19 
understanding lead to high confidence (extremely likely) that more than half of the observed 20 
global mean warming since 1951 was caused by humans, and high confidence that internal 21 
climate variability played only a minor role (and possibly even a negative contribution) in the 22 
observed warming since 1951. The key message and supporting text summarizes extensive 23 
evidence documented in the peer-reviewed detection and attribution literature, including in the 24 
IPCC AR5.  25 
 26 
Key Finding 2 27 
The science of event attribution is rapidly advancing through improved understanding of the 28 
mechanisms that produce extreme events and the marked progress in development of methods 29 
that are used for event attribution (high confidence). 30 
Description of evidence base 31 
This Key Finding paraphrases a conclusion of the National Academy of Sciences report (NAS 32 
2016) on attribution of extreme weather events in the context of climate change. That report 33 
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discusses advancements in event attribution in more detail than possible here due to space 1 
limitations. Weather and climate science in general continue to seek improved physical 2 
understanding of extreme weather events. One aspect of improved understanding is the ability to 3 
more realistically simulate extreme weather events in models, as the models embody current 4 
physical understanding in a simulation framework that can be tested on sample cases. NAS 5 
(2016) provides references to studies that evaluate weather and climate models used to simulated 6 
extreme events in a climate context. Such models can include coupled climate models (e.g., 7 
Taylor et al. 2012; Flato et al. 2013), atmospheric models with specified sea surface 8 
temperatures, regional models for dynamical downscaling, weather forecasting models, or 9 
statistical downscaling models. Appendix C includes a brief description of the evolving set of 10 
methods used for event attribution, discussed in more detail in references such as NAS (2016), 11 
Hulme (2014), Trenberth et al. (2015), Shepherd (2016), Horton et al. (2016), Hannart (2016), 12 
and Hannart et al. (2016a,b). Most of this methodology as applied to extreme weather and 13 
climate event attribution, has evolved since the European heat wave study of Stott et al. (2004).  14 
Major uncertainties   15 
While the science of event attribution is rapidly advancing, studies of individual events will 16 
typically contain caveats. In some cases, attribution statements are made without a clear 17 
detection of an anthropogenic influence on observed occurrences of events similar to the one in 18 
question, so that there is reliance on models to assess probabilities of occurrence. In such cases 19 
there will typically be uncertainties in the model-based estimations of the anthropogenic 20 
influence, in the estimation of the influence of natural variability on the event’s occurrence, and 21 
even in the observational records related to the event (e.g., long-term records of hurricane 22 
occurrence). Despite these uncertainties in individual attribution studies, the science of event 23 
attribution is advancing through increased physical understanding and development of new 24 
methods of attribution and evaluation of models.  25 
Assessment of confidence based on evidence and agreement, including short description of 26 
nature of evidence and level of agreement  27 
There is very high confidence that weather and climate science are advancing in their 28 
understanding of the physical mechanisms that produce extreme events. For example, hurricane 29 
track forecasts have improved in part due to improved models. There is high confidence that new 30 
methods being developed will help lead to further advances in the science of event attribution. 31 
If appropriate, estimate likelihood of impact or consequence, including short description of 32 
basis of estimate  33 
Improving science of event attribution has a high likelihood of impact, as it is one means by 34 
which scientists can better understand the relationship between occurrence of extreme events and 35 
long-term climate change. A further impact will be the improved ability to communicate this 36 
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information to the public and to policymakers for various uses, including improved adaptation 1 
planning (Hulme 2014; NAS 2016). 2 
Summary sentence or paragraph that integrates the above information 3 
Owing to the improved physical understanding of extreme weather and climate events as the 4 
science in these fields progress, and owing to the high promise of newly developed methods for 5 
exploring the roles of different influences on occurrence of extreme events, there is high 6 
confidence that the science of event attribution is rapidly advancing.  7 
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3 Figure 3.1: Comparison of observed global mean temperature anomalies from three 
4 observational datasets to C:rvIIP5 climate model historical experiments using: (a) anthropogenic 
5 and natural forcings combined, or (b) natural forcings only. In (a) the thick orange curve is the 
6 C:rvtIP5 grand ensemble mean across 36 models while die orange shading and outer dashed lines 
7 depict dIe ± 2 standard deviation and absolute ranges of annual anomalies across all individual 
8 simulations of the 36 models. Model data are a masked blend of surface air temperature over 
9 land regions and sea surface temperature over ice-free ocean regions to be more consistent with 
10 observations than using surface air temperature alone. All time series rF) are referenced to a 
11 1901-1960 baseline value. TIle simulations in (a) have been extended from 2006 through 2016 
12 using the RCP8.5 scenario projections. (b) As in (a) but the blue curves and shading are based on 
13 18 C:rvtIP5 models using natural forcings only. See legends to identify observational datasets. 
14 Observations after about 1980 are shown to be inconsistent with dIe natural forcing-only models 
15 (indicating detectable wanning) and also consistent with dIe models that include both 
16 andrropogenic and natural forcing , implying dlat dIe wanning is attributable in part to 
17 andrropogenic forcing according to the models. 
18 
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2 Figure 3.2: Observed global mean temperature trend (black bar) and attributable wanlling or 
3 cooling influences of anthropogenic and natural forcings over 1951-2010. Observations are from 
4 HadCRUT4 , along with observational uncertainty (5% to 95%) error bars (Morice et al. 2012). 
5 Likely ranges (bar-whisker plots) and midpoint values (colored bars) for attributable forcings are 
6 from IPCC ARS (Bindoff et al. 2013). GHG refers to well-mixed greenhouse gases, OA to other 
7 andrropogenic forcings, NAT to natural forcings, and ANT to all andrropogenic forcings 
8 combined. Likely ranges are broader for contributions from well-mixed greenhouse gases and for 
9 other anthropogenic forcings, assessed separately , than for the contributions from all 
10 andrropogenic forcings combined , as it is more difficult to quantitatively constrain the separate 
11 contributions of dIe various antlrropogenic forcing agents. (Figure source: redrawn from Bindoff 
12 et al. 2013; © IPCC. Used with peffilission.) 
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2 Figure 3.3: Estimates of the contributions of several forcing factors and internal variability to 
3 global mean temperature change since 1870, based on an empirical approach using multiple 
4 linear regression and energy balance models . The top panel shows global temperature anomalies 
5 (OF) from the observations (Morice et al. 20 12) in black with dIe multiple linear regression result 
6 in red (1901-1960 base period). The lower four panels show the estimated contribution to global 
7 mean temperature anomalies from fOUI factors: solar variability; volcanic eruptions; internal 
8 variability related to El Nifio/Southem Oscillation; and andrropogenic forcing. TIle 
9 andrropogenic contribution includes a wanning component from greenhouse gases 
10 concentrations and a cooling component from antlrropogenic aerosols. (Figure source: adapted 
11 from Canty et al. 2013.) 
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